
M-200 ANC 

Black headphones hovering in the centre screen on a black background. They are rotating in a circle. 

Text “M-200 ANC” and “Active Noise Cancelling Headphones” is shown over the headphones. 

The camera changes to a man with his eyes closed nodding to some music. He is bearded, wearing a nice 

dress coat over a collared shirt with his hair combed nicely. He sits in an office environment with a man 

and woman out of focus talking in the background. 

Text “With Hybrid Active Noise Cancellation” is shown to the right of the man. 

The camera pans to him opening his eyes, and the man and the woman are no longer in the background. 

“20 Hours of ANC-Activated Listening” is shown to the left of the man. 

The camera zooms into him selecting options on the outer right ear cup when the playback, volume, and 

voice assistance buttons are located. He presses the voice assistant button and says hello. 

The text “Easily Control Your Playback, Volume, And Voice Assistants” is shown on the right side of the 

screen. 

The camera zooms out to an unknown man talking to the bearded man with headphones. The man with 

headphones turns the noise cancelling option of using the button on the outer left ear cup and responds 

to the question. 

The left side of the video shows “Activate Voice-In To Let The World In With A Single Touch” as text. 

The camera pans to the man now using his phone, while a floating phone UI shows next to him 

displaying the ability to adjust the noise cancellation and EQ levels with the VMODA app. 

“Adjust Your ANC And Sound EQ Levels With The V-MODA App” text is shown above the Phone UI. 

Afterwards, the headphone returns to floating in front of the screen with a blurred empty office 

background, while showing the headphone earcup outer shields customization options, rotating through 

the black shields with the standard V-MODA logo, blue shields with yellow drips, black shields with 

yellow railroad monogram, red shields with “Jason” and the numbers “08” underneath in white, blue 

shields with rainbow EQ, green shields with pink tropical leaves. 

The text “Customizable Shields Ready For Your Creativity” is shown in the bottom left. 

We return to a top-down view of the man's office desk where he folds the ear cups fold into the 

headband. He then places them in the hard exoskeleton carrying case and zips it closed. 

“And Fold It All Away Into The Exoskeleton Case For Safekeeping” is shown next to the case. 

The screen returns to a black background with spinning headphones on the left side, and text on the 

right “M-200 ANC – active noise cancelling headphones.” “No Sound Like Yours.” 

The red V-MODA logo is shown on a black background. 

 

 


